JOE’S JANUARY MOVIE RELEASES

Tuesday, January 5

Ashby (R) Comedy
A high-school student enters into a friendship with his neighbor, a
retired CIA assassin who only has a few months left to live.
Captive (PG13) Drama/Supsense
A single mother struggling with drug addiction is taken hostage in her
own apartment by a man on the run.
Close Range (NR) Action/Crime -- Scott Adkins
A rogue soldier turned outlaw is thrust into a relentless fight with a
corrupt sheriff and a dangerous drug cartel.
Deathgasm (NR) Comedy/Horror
Two teenage boys unwittingly summon an ancient evil entity known as
“The Blind One” by delving into black magic.
Experimenter (PG13) Drama -- Peter Saarsgard, Winona Ryder
In 1961, famed social psychologist Stanley Milgram conducts a series
of radical behavior experiments.
Full of Grace (NR) Drama
Imagined story of Mary of Nazareth, the mother of Jesus, in her last
earthly days as she helps the fractious early church.
The Games Maker (NR) Family/Adventure
A young boy’s love of board games catapults him into the fantastical
and competitive world of game invention.
Infinitely Polar Bear (R) Comedy/Drama -- Mark Ruffalo, Zoe Saldana
A manic-depressive father tries to win back his wife by attempting to
take full responsibility of their two young, spirited daughters.
Joe Dirt 2: Beautiful Loser (NR) Comedy -- David Spade
In this sequel to the 2001 cult favorite, Spade returns as the down on
his luck white-trash-hero who embarks on another epic journey.
Memories of the Sword (NR) Foreign/Action (South Korea)
While in medieval Korea, a young girl sets out to revenge the betrayal
and the death of her mother.
Mercury Plains (R) Action/Suspense -- Scott Eastwood
A troubled young man runs away to Mexico, where he is recruited to
join a paramilitary group of teens fighting the drug cartels.
Prince (NR) Foreign/Drama (Netherlands)
A troubled teenager attempts to conquer the love of his life by
becoming the baddest boy on the block.

Shanghai (R) Drama -- John Cusack, Chow Yun-Fat
The story of an American spy in 1941 Shanghai driven to investigate the
mysterious murder of a friend.
Sicario (R) Crime/Drama -- Emily Blunt, Josh Brolin
An idealistic FBI agent is enlisted to aid in the escalating war against
drugs in the lawless area between the U.S. and Mexico.
Sleeping With Other People (R) Romance/Comedy -- Jason Sudeikis
After a one-night stand in college, two monogamy-challenged New
Yorkers meet by chance twelve years later.
Timber the Treasure Dog (PG) Family/Adventure
An energetic Alaskan Husky shows up at the doorstep of 12-year-old
Mikey Jones and his family’s ranch in Montana.
The Walk (PG) Drama -- Joseph Gordon-Levitt
In 1974, high-wire artist Philippe Petit works to realize his dream to walk
the void between the World Trade Center towers.

Tuesday, January 12

The Clearstream Affair (NR) Foreign/Suspense (France)
A French journalist sets the world of finance ablaze when he exposes a
major bank’s opaque operations.
Crumbs (NR) Foreign/Sci-Fi (Ethiopia/Spain)
A diminutive scrap collector in post-apocalyptic Ethiopia searches for a
way to board a spacecraft that has long been hovering in the sky.
Irrational Man (NR) Comedy/Drama -- Emma Stone, Joaquin Phoenix
A philosophy professor finds himself at rock bottom emotionally, unable
to find any meaning or joy in life.
Love Finds You in Charm (NR) Drama/Romance
A young woman must decide whether to stay amongst the Amish, or
leave behind everything she’s ever known to venture out into the world.
The Martian (PG13) Sci-Fi/Drama-Matt Damon
During a manned mission to Mars, an astronaut is mistakenly presumed
dead after a fierce storm and left behind by his crew.
Painkillers (NR) Sci-Fi/Action
A squad of marines is sent on a mission deep in the war-torn mountains
of Afghanistan to find a mysterious item.
The Second Mother (R) Foreign/Drama (Brazil)
The estranged daughter of a hard-working live-in housekeeper
suddenly appears, upsetting the home in which her mother works.

Goosebumps (PG) Comedy/Family
A teen teams up with the daughter of author R. L. Stine after the
writer’s imaginary demons are set free on Madison, Delaware.
Jesse Stone: Lost in Paradise (NR) Crime/Drama – Tom Selleck
Police Chief Stone agrees to serve as a consultant on an unsolved
murder case in Boston.
Meet the Patels (PG) Comedy/Documentary
An almost-30-year-old Indian-American enters a love triangle with the
woman of his dreams... and his parents.
The Condemned 2 (R) Action
After a failed mission to capture the leader of a deadly gambling ring, a Naz & Maalik (NR) Studio Q/Drama
Two closeted Muslim teens in Brooklyn arouse the suspicions of an
bounty hunter becomes the hunted.
undercover FBI agent who begins to track them.
The Cut (NR) Drama
An epic drama about one man’s journey through the Ottoman Empire The New Girlfriend (R) Foreign/Drama (France)
A young woman makes a surprising discovery about the husband of
after surviving the 1915 Armenian genocide.
Diary of a Teenage Girl (R) Drama/Romance -- Bel Powley, Kristen Wiig her late best friend.
A teen artist living in 1970s San Francisco enters into an affair with her The Wannabe (R) Gangsters -- Vincent Piazza, Patricia Arquette
Obsessed with mob culture and desperate to fit in, Thomas sets out to
mother’s boyfriend (Alexander Skarsgard).
fix the 1992 trial of John Gotti.
Eden (NR) Foreign/Drama (France)
A teen in ‘90s Paris forms a DJ collective with his friends and together
they plunge into the nightlife of sex, drugs, and endless music.
The Barefoot Artist (NR) - 1/5
Everest (PG13) Adventure
A climbing expedition on Mt. Everest is devastated by a severe snow
A Brave Heart: The Lizzie Vasquez Story (NR) - 1/5
storm.
Fear No Fruit (NR) - 1/12
The Intern (PG13) Comedy -- Robert DeNiro, Anne Hathaway
How to Smell a Rose (NR) - 1/12
A 70-year-old widower discovers that retirement isn’t all it’s cracked up In The Basement (NR) - 1/12
to be and becomes a senior intern at an online fashion site.
Larry Kramer in Love and Anger (NR) - 1/12
Jem & the Holograms (PG) Family/Musical
Look of Silence (PG13) - 1/12
A small-town girl catapults from underground video sensation to global This Changes Everything (NR) - 1/15
superstar.
I Am Thor (NR) - 1/19
Learning to Drive (R) Drama/Romance – Patricia Clarkson
Let There Be Light: John Huston’s Wartime
A fiery Manhattan book critic whose husband has just left her for
Documentaries (NR) - 1/19
another woman sets out to reclaim her independence.
In My Father’s House (R) - 1/26
Samba (R) Foreign/Drama
A transplant to France from Senegal and a senior executive find their
paths unexpectedly crossing.
The Green Inferno (NR) - 1/5
Stonewall (R) Studio Q/Drama
Over Your Dead Body (NR) - 1/5
Roland Emmerich directs this drama about a fictional young man
The Visit (PG13) - 1/5
caught up during the 1969 Stonewall Riots.
Howl (NR) - 1/12
Straight Outta Compton (R) Drama
The story of how five youngsters in the mid-1980s revolutionized music Silent Retreat (NR) - 1/12
Sinister 2 (R) - 1/12
and pop culture forever.
Suburbanite (NR) - 1/12
Woodlawn (PG) Drama/Sports
Black Mountain Side (NR) - 1/26
A gifted high school football player must learn to embrace his talent
and his faith as he battles racial tensions on and off the field.
Sweaty Betty (NR) Drama
In a cramped row house on the border of Washington D.C., a family
has big plans for the 1000 pound pig they’ve raised.
Uncle John (NR) Crime/Drama
An urbanite returns to his quiet hometown on a whim to learn his uncle
is suspected of murder.

Tuesday, January 19

New Documentaries

New Horror Releases

Tuesday, January 26

The Assassin (NR) Foreign/Drama (China)
An assassin accepts a dangerous mission to kill a political leader in
seventh-century China.
Aya Arcos (NR) Foreign/Studio Q (Brazil)
A successful writer falls in love with a young hustler, forcing him to
confront some deep-seated fears.
A Brilliant Young Mind (PG13) Comedy/Drama
A socially awkward teenage math prodigy lands a spot on the British
squad at the International Mathematics Olympiad.
Burnt (R) Comedy -- Bradley Cooper
A chef who destroyed his career with drugs and diva behavior returns
to London, determined to redeem himself.
Chi-Raq (R) Drama
After the murder of a child by a stray bullet, a group of women
organize against the on-going violence in Chicago’s Southside.

New TV on DVD

Agatha Christie’s Partners in Crime (NR) - 1/5
Ancient Aliens: Season 8 (NR) - 1/5
Flesh & Bone (NR) - 1/5
Last Kingdom (BBC Series) (NR) - 1/5
Luther: Season 4 (NR) - 1/5
True Detective: Season 2 (NR) - 1/5
Mr Robot: Season 1 (NR) - 1/12
Sherlock: The Abominable Bride (BBC Series) (NR) - 1/12
12 Monkeys: Season 1 (NR) - 1/19
Shetland: Season 1 & 2 (BBC Series) (NR) - 1/19
Black Work (Miniseries) (NR) - 1/26
Da Vinci’s Demons: Seasons 3 (NR) - 1/26
Some titles may not be available at both locations,
but we will gladly transfer them for you to rent.

